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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, with the development of economy, society has become a information
society which is established on computer. The timeliness of information play a
important role in our daily life and work.. The school management mode will no
longer depends on traditional mode, looking for a kind of modern school
management mode coincided with information society has become the most
important thing for school. Website is based on information society and it take
computer as contact, The school work also can not get away from information, or
more dependent on information, so the school website construction is
indispensable.
This thesis mainly design a comprehensive school website which is based on a
network platform, coincide with rural education and the contemporary education
concept and with Modern education characteristic. Sharing education network
resources make schools and teachers, teachers and students and each of them
have a new communicative way, and it also make our communication no longer
subject to time and space.
This thesis mainly conducts the requirements analysis of Machang middle school
in Puding county, Guizhou province, and gives the functions flow charts of the
whole business activities. The website has been completed using the classical
static website development technology, and meet the need of some functions
during the teaching activities of Machang Middle school. The test to the website
shows that the system basically achieves the goals.
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